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Meeting Description:

Perhaps more than any other domain, multiparty meetings represent a rich source of content for spoken language research and technology. Two common (and complementary) forms of meeting speech processing are automatic speech recognition (ASR)—which seeks to determine what was said—and speaker diarization—which seeks to determine who spoke when. Because of the complexity of meetings, however, such forms of processing present a number of challenges. In the case of speech recognition, crosstalk speech is often the primary source of errors for audio from the personal microphones worn by participants in various meetings. With speaker diarization, overlapped speech generates a significant number of errors for most state-of-the-art systems, which are generally unequipped to deal with this phenomenon.

In this talk I present efforts toward addressing these two issues. In both cases audio segmentation is employed to identify regions of interest—local speech for ASR and overlapped speech for speaker diarization—with a view to improving performance of the respective systems. A particular focus is the selection of features which work well for these segmentation tasks. In addition, in the case of overlapped speech I examine how two processing techniques—overlap segment labeling and exclusion—may utilize overlap information to improve speaker diarization performance.

This abstract was prepared under the auspices of the Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344 (LLNL-ABS-546131)
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